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A RASER (Radio Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation) facilitates the study of nonlinear phenomena, as well
as the determination of NMR parameters with high precision.
To achieve maximum sensitivity in the desired operating mode,
it is crucial to control the RASER over long periods of time. So
far, this was only possible at ultra-low magnetic fields. Here, we
introduce a way to control the operating regime of a RASER at
a magnetic field of 1.45 T. We employ a continuous-flow RASER,
pumped by PHIP (ParaHydrogen Induced Polarization). The
hydrogenation of vinyl acetate (VA) with parahydrogen pro-

vides the required negative polarization on the methyl group of
the product ethyl acetate (EA). The protons within the methyl
group, separated by a 7 Hz J-coupling, are RASER active. This
system demonstrates five RASER phenomena: inequivalent and
equivalent amplitudes in the “normal NMR mode”, period
doublings, frequency combs, and chaos. The experiments
match with simulations based on a theoretical model of two
nonlinear-coupled RASER modes. We predict the RASER regime
at set conditions and visualize the prediction in a bifurcation
diagram.

NMR is a versatile and powerful analytical tool in many fields,
such as chemistry, biology, pharmacy, and beyond. However,
the resolution of any NMR experiment is still limited by the
transverse relaxation time T2. In this way, any NMR experiment
has a minimum natural linewidth, and higher frequency
resolution can only be gained at low speed through signal
averaging. This limitation can be overcome by a RASER with
sub-mHz NMR resolution.[1]

Additionally, a RASER can be used to study nonlinear
phenomena in coupled spin systems,[2,3] or to transfer polar-
ization to molecules-of-interest (e.g. amino acids) using a
PRINOE[4,5] (Para-hydrogen and RASER Induced Nuclear Over-
hauser Effect).

A RASER is driven by spontaneous emission of radiation,
and therefore does not require external RF excitation.[1] To
operate a RASER, as for the LASER (Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation), a population inversion is
required. This can be generated for example by hyperpolariza-
tion methods. The most common hyperpolarization methods
are Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP),[6,7] Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization (DNP)[8–11] and Parahydrogen Induced Polarization

(PHIP).[12–14] RASERs have been demonstrated with all these
techniques: previous work has shown 3He and 129Xe RASERs
operating with SEOP.[15] 1H,[16–18] 17O,[19] and 27Al[20] RASERs have
been shown pumped by DNP. However, SEOP and DNP are
currently mostly limited to single-mode operation, and require
sophisticated equipment.[11,21]

With parahydrogen fueled RASERs, various new use-cases
were unveiled in recent years, all based on RASERs with
multiple frequencies. These included a chemical reaction
tracked by a 13C RASER,[22] the study of nonlinear phenomena,[2,3]

and background-free NMR,[23–25] reaching a frequency resolution
below the mHz regime.[1] Additionally, by introducing magnetic
field gradients, RASER modes were used to encode spatial
information (RASER MRI).[26]

Despite all these advantages, a parahydrogen fueled RASER
operating at a high magnetic field is burdened by the
parahydrogen pumping itself. Parahydrogen bubbles formed in
a solution generate susceptibility artifacts that broaden the
RASER signals.[27] Turning off the pumping during acquisition
alleviates this problem, but limits RASER signals to bursts that
only last until the polarization is depleted.[2,26] Additionally, over
the course of a RASER burst, it passes through different
operating regimes and features different types of nonlinear
phenomena due to the decaying polarization.[2]

In this work, we introduce a steady-state RASER operating in
different regimes. With two nonlinear-coupled RASER modes,
we demonstrate: a starting RASER, the “normal NMR” RASER, a
RASER dominated by frequency combs, a RASER dominated by
period doublings, and a chaotic RASER (Figure 1a). To obtain
the steady-state RASER, highly-polarized ethyl acetate (EA) is
continuously supplied to the NMR magnet (Figure 1b). Continu-
ous flow reactors for parahydrogen applications can avoid
susceptibility artifacts caused by bubbles and continuously
generate a highly polarized liquid.[28–31] The hyperpolarized EA is
generated within a tube-in-tube reactor[31,32] by hydrogenating
vinyl acetate (VA) with parahydrogen (Figure 1c).
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A convenient alternative to hydrogenative PHIP is SABRE[14]

(Signal Amplification By Reversible Exchange), which allows for
repetitive polarization of the same solution.[33] However, the
polarizations at high concentrations is often lower than in
hydrogenative PHIP.[3,24] Therefore, a hydrogenation reaction is
chosen as a model system to access higher population
inversions, and with it a broader range of RASER regimes.

In this work, VA is hydrogenated with parahydrogen in a
tube-in-tube reactor at the earth’s magnetic field with detection
at 1.45 T, and thus under ALTADENA[34] conditions (ALTADE-
NA=Adiabatic Longitudinal Transport After Dissociation Engen-
ders Nuclear Alignment). Hydrogenation under PASADENA
conditions[24] is possible with this setup for example by adding
a coil to generate a higher magnetic field around the reactor
(PASADENA= Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically
Enhanced Nuclear Alignment).

However, ALTADENA is ideal to observe different RASER
regimes: we obtain an antiphase 1H spectrum of the hydro-
genation product EA, featuring a positively polarized ethyl
group, and a negatively polarized methyl group (Figure 2). The
triplet of the methyl group (highlighted in green) can fuel a
RASER, as the negative polarization constitutes a population
inversion. If the population inversion is high enough, the RASER
threshold dth is surpassed and a RASER initiates.[3] The triplet
entails three potential RASER modes d0,μ (μ=1,2,3) separated by
a 7.10 Hz J-coupling. Only two of these modes are RASER active,
as the mode with the smallest polarization does not surpass the

RASER threshold, but can fuel the other modes as described
previously.[24]

We recorded a series of 1H RASER signals at 1.45 T under
continuous flow conditions (Figure 3, left column). To access
different operating regimes, we varied the pressure difference
DP between the gas and the liquid phase in the tube-in-tube
reactor. The higher gas uptake efficiency increased the con-
version of the hydrogenation reaction, and therefore, the
amount of hyperpolarized EA. This enabled quantitative control
over the pumping of the RASER, with the amount of population
inversion d0 reaching the magnet given by Equation (1):

d0 ¼ NA � Vs � c � PH (1)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, Vs is the sensitive volume of
the NMR magnet, c is the concentration, and PH is polarization
of the RASER active 1H spins.

This pumping d0 can sustain a steady-state RASER. The
steady-state population inversion during an active RASER can
be measured by applying a 90° pulse. The resulting FID contains
the polarization of both the RASER active modes, as well as
modes that are below the RASER threshold, or positively
polarized, such as the third resonance of the methyl group, or
the ethyl group of EA, respectively (for details, see the
Supporting Information). After a 90° excitation pulse, the RASER
starts again (Figure 3a), illustrating the competition between
two RASER active lines at the initial stage of RASER formation
(Figure 3b). The RASER spectrum at 10–15 s shows the two
RASER active modes separated by their J-coupling, and with
different signal intensities, as one mode is polarized higher and
therefore extends further above the RASER threshold. At
t>20 s, the RASER signal reaches a steady state.

Figure 1. Controlling and monitoring a continuous flow RASER pumped by
parahydrogen. (a) Five different 1H RASER signals in different operating
regimes acquired in a 62 MHz benchtop NMR spectrometer. (b) Continuous
flow setup to detect steady-state RASER signals. (c) Tube-in-tube reactor
containing the PHIP solution (green arrows), where vinyl acetate (VA) is
hydrogenated to ethyl acetate (EA) using parahydrogen in countercurrent
flow (blue arrows).

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectrum of hyperpolarized EA at 1.45 T (blue) compared
to a thermal reference spectrum recorded at 1.45 T (grey). The methyl group
(highlighted in cyan) is negatively polarized and its resonances can therefore
be RASER active. The two modes with the highest intensity (the middle and
right mode) surpass the RASER threshold, yielding the two RASER active
modes shown in Figure 3. Details on the RASER active modes and the
threshold can be found in the Supporting Information.
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By increasing the population inversion to d0=5.22 ·1017, a
RASER with almost equal intensities on both modes is obtained
(Figure 3c). This regime is a convenient choice to measure the J-
coupling precisely. Here, the measured frequency difference of
7.10�0.01 Hz is equal to the J-coupling measured for thermally
polarized and hyperpolarized EA (Figure 2 and Figure 3d).

With an even higher population inversion level (d0=

9.98 ·1017), the spectrum features a frequency comb with its two
main peaks separated by distance of 7.18 Hz in the middle and
side bands, with the same frequency distance (Figure 3f). In this
case, the measured frequency difference does not reflect the J-
coupling anymore due to frequency shifts, a typical phenomen-
on in nonlinear systems.

At a pumping of d0=1.09 ·1018, the signal features irregular
beats (Figure 3g), and the corresponding spectrum is charac-
terized by a continuum of frequencies (Figure 3h). This noise-
like spectrum is generated by a multitude of period doubling
processes[26], and is a strong indicator that the system has
entered the chaotic regime. The long-term observation of this
regime underlines the theoretical prediction that a chaotic

regime can be accessed with a RASER. Previous studies were
able to access this regime, but only for a brief moment (<1 s)
due to the changing population inversion within an acquired
RASER burst, and the narrow window of the chaotic regime.[2]

At an even higher d0, the RASER enters a regime charac-
terized by a periodic beat pattern (Figure 3i). The corresponding
spectrum is an even frequency comb with multiple period
doubling processes, where consecutive peaks are separated by
1.40 Hz, and the two main peaks by 6.99 Hz (Figure 3j).

To complement the experimental results, we simulated
RASER signals based on the equations introduced by Appelt
et al.[3] For the simulations, two non-linearly coupled RASER
modes with a frequency difference Δν=7.0 Hz are assumed,
matching the two RASER active modes from the experiments
(see Supporting Information for details on the simulations). The
spectra are collected in a bifurcation diagram (Figure 4a), often
used to visualize nonlinear chaotic maps like the logistic
map.[35–37] The predicted RASER spectra in the bifurcation
diagram match with the experimental results. Depending on d0,

Figure 3. Continuously pumped RASERs of hyperpolarized EA. Left column: 1H RASER signals stemming from the two RASER active modes introduced in
Figure 2. Right column: Corresponding Fourier transformed spectra of selected time slices (shown in the insets). The spectra show different RASER regimes
depending on the pumping d0: (b) starting RASER, (d) the “normal NMR” mode with two peaks, (f) frequency comb, (h) chaos, and (j) period doublings. The
flow rate was set to 4 mL/min in all experiments as a compromise between residence time in the reactor and transport time to the magnet.
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they feature the same regimes: two peaks, frequency combs,
period doublings, and chaos (Figure 4b).

The increase of Δν with increasing d0 due to frequency
shifts, and the reduced Δν right after the chaotic regime, match
the experimental findings. However, global shifts generated for
example by distant dipolar fields,[17,38–40] or external magnetic
field fluctuations,[1] are not included in the simulation as there
are several correction algorithms in post processing.[1,31] The
model is thus kept as simple as possible. Therefore, the model
slightly deviates from the experimental results as it neglects
other polarized spins in the resonator, and the loss of
population inversion by polarized material flowing out of the
NMR magnet.

In summary, we were able to record a series of steady-state
1H RASER signals at 1.45 T. Complete control over long periods
of time is achieved by using a tube-in-tube reactor. Within the
reactor, a highly polarized liquid is continuously generated by
hydrogenation of VA with parahydrogen. The resulting highly-
polarized product EA pumps the RASER. Depending on the
amount of pumping d0 used for each measurement, we could
access different nonlinear RASER regimes. The regimes include
situations with two normal NMR resonances, with inequivalent
and equivalent amplitudes, frequency combs, period doublings,
and chaos. Finally, the observed regimes are matched with
simulations based on a two-mode RASER model. The results of
the simulation are visualized in a bifurcation diagram. In this
way, the operating regime of a RASER can be predicted, to be

able to choose between NMR precision measurements, and the
study of nonlinear phenomena.

Experimental Section

Chemical Sample Preparation

All PHIP sample solutions were prepared under inert gas conditions.
Each solution contained 400 mmol/l vinyl acetate (VA) and
4.0 mmol/l [Rh(dppb)(COD)]BF4 in methanol-d4. The deuterated
methanol was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles using a
bath of liquid nitrogen and argon. All other chemicals were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purifica-
tion (VA: CAS number: 108-05-4, Sigma-Aldrich, 100 mL; [1,4-Bis-
(diphenylphosphino)-butan]-(1,5-cyclooctadien)-rhodium(I)-tetra-
fluoroborat: CAS number: 79255-71-3, Sigma-Aldrich, 500MG). A
parahydrogen fraction of 98% was reached using a commercial
helium compressor at 23 K (Advanced Research System, Model ARS-
4HW).

Continuous Flow Setup for PHIP Hyperpolarization of Ethyl
Acetate (EA)

The main parts of the continuous flow experimental setup are: a
mass flow controller for parahydrogen gas, a peristaltic pump
(LongerPump BT100-2J) for pumping the PHIP sample solution, two
back pressure regulators for control the pressure applied in gas and
liquid phase, and a tube-in-tube gas-liquid reactor that introduces
the parahydrogen into the solution for the PHIP hyperpolarization.

The tube-in-tube gas-liquid reactor consists of an outer PTFE tubing
(ID: 1.6 mm, OD: 3.2 mm) with an inserted inner tubing (TeflonTM AF
2400, ID: 0.8 mm, OD: 1 mm). The inner tubing is a semi-permeable
membrane with high gas permeability. It allows for gas transfer
from one side to according to the pressure difference. The inner
and outer tubing have an overlapped length of 1.5 m to achieve a
high contacting area. The liquid PHIP solution and the gaseous
parahydrogen flow in opposite directions in the outer and inner
tubing. To increase the conversion of the hydrogenation reaction,
the tube-in-tube contactor is wrapped into a compact winding, and
immersed in a hot water bath at 75 °C. To stop the reaction after
the reactor and to improve the quality of the spectra, we placed an
ice water bath immediately after the tube-in-tube contactor to cool
down the sample solution before NMR signal acquisition.

To ensure that the pressure difference DP is the only experimental
variable, we chose a constant flow rate of 4 mL/min for all
experiments. The flow rate of the sample solution affects both the
residence time in the reactor as well as the transport time until
detection. If varied, the altered conversion of the hydrogenation
reaction and the relaxation losses would change the provided
pumping of polarization d0.

Processing of the Recorded RASER Signals

To obtain RASER spectra of a five-second time slice, a Hamming
filter was applied to the RASER signal to suppress Sinc wiggles. The
sliced time domain was zero-filled with twice the signal length
both before and after the signal. The final RASER spectra were
obtained after a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and displayed in the
absolute mode. In this way, the five RASER spectra in Figure 3 (right
column) are obtained. The corresponding time slices are depicted
in the insets.

Figure 4. Simulated spectra of two continuously pumped RASER modes
separated by 7 Hz at different pumping rates d0. In (a), the signal amplitudes
are highlighted in a blue color, while (b) depicts the peaks of 45 spectra
(only peaks>5% of the maximum intensity) in the range of d0 2 [2 · 10

16,
4 · 1018] (highlighted on the pumping axis d0). With increasing d0, all RASER
regimes appear in the same sequence as for the experiments shown in
Figure 3: two peaks, frequency comb, chaos, and period doublings.
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To obtain spectra for longer time slices, a correction for the
magnetic field drift as in TomHon et al.[31] or Nelson et al.[22] or for
magnetic field fluctuations as in Suefke et al.[1] would be required.
However, five seconds of RASER signal are more than enough to
analyze the spectral features in each RASER regime. Furthermore,
while the precision at which a frequency difference is detected
increases with longer measurement times, this is not necessarily
true for the accuracy of the determined J-coupling, which depend
on the impact of the nonlinear effects.
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